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PRODUCTION AND SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES 
AVAILABLE DURING THE COVID-19 LOCKDOWN. 

Covid-19 is arguably the biggest challenge facing humanity today. It is also known as Coronavirus, it is 

described as an infectious disease that is caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome. Though the 

world is facing the biggest challenge ever, business organizations and places of incomes are losing 

income and therefore are shutting down their business due to the pandemic. While some businesses are 

shutting down other businesses are making income/profit from the pandemic. Some of the production 

and service opportunities available include the following: 

 Delivery services: online food delivery demand has soared as more countries impose covid-19 

lockdowns but while there are problems ahead, the pandemic will bring longer-term benefits. 

 Video calling applications: an example of a video calling app is Zoom. The application has been 

used to host virtual classrooms, church services and even blind dates and stag dos. 

 Video game companies: research shows games help facilitate a sense of autonomy by giving 

players freedom of choice and a meaningful narrative for completing task. Since the lockdown 

started the rate at which individuals play online games has increased.  

 Online entertainment: online streaming services provided by brands such as Netflix has 

benefited from the lockdown and has sure made more profit than the normal profit made on a 

regular day. 

 Network services: network services like MTN, Airtel etc.. that provide network an internet 

service, have also benefited from the lockdown because of the high demand of data. 

 Medical supplies: Hospitals need high supply of medical drugs and appliances during this 

lockdown and due to the fact that the virus affects the respiratory system, then the hospitals 

will gain from the market. 

At the end of it all we can only pray that the pandemic ends, and also pray that the humanity and the 

whole world can recover from the losses that were made during the pandemic. 

 


